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Abstract

In Software Defined Network (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) era, extensible, flexible, and yet high-performance software packet forwarding capability is desirable, as the core functionality of the future Internet. In this paper we present Kamuee: a software IP packet forwarding engine, and its core router version that builds only on commodity hardware. By scaling the number of forwarding CPU cores, Kamuee supports multiple 100GbE interfaces, with near wire-rate traffic. In our benchmarks that use two Intel Xeon Platinum 8180 processors, Kamuee could forward 349.60 Gbps 512B-sized random destination traffic in a BGP full route environment. Further intralaboratory evaluation resulted in 292.17 Mpps 64B forwarding capability, showing the potential of very high-speed software router.
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1. Introduction

The rapid emergence of services based on technologies such as cloud computing and AI-driven robotics, underlines the desperate requirement for next generation networks, which are more flexible and able to keep pace with changes in usage and capacity. Software-defined networking (SDN), network functions virtualization (NFV), and network virtualization (NV) are the solutions which address this requirement and provide novel methodologies to design, build and operate next generation networks. Thanks to the recent breakthroughs like off-the-shelf hardware or whitebox networking, a massive paradigm shift in networking technology finally took place by decoupling software from the hardware, so that it is no longer constrained by the box that delivers it. SDN and NFV have become indispensable for all telecommunication service providers to (1) \textit{Drive Innovation} by creating new types of applications, on-demand services and business models (2) \textit{Deliver Agility and Flexibility} by enabling rapid deployment of new applications, services and infrastructure to quickly fulfill their changing requirements (3) \textit{Reduce OpEX} by enabling automation and algorithm control through increased programmability of network elements to make it simple to design, deploy, manage and scale networks and (4) \textit{Reduce CapEx} by enabling network functions to run on commodity off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware.

Therefore, software-defined networking is not only good for the network, but for the business as well. Without SDN, the network can be made programmable. A deeper look into network programmability reveals that it involves both the control plane and the data plane and that both are valuable in containing costs and enabling business growth. Data path programmability offers a platform for rapidly deploying a new service or modifying an existing one. This is particularly important to service providers in fields like security, for example, to mitigate a massive DDoS attack affecting hundreds of vulnerable servers across the globe.

Today, both control and data plane programmability provided by software-based solutions are the desirable characteristics of network services and devices. An integral part of this is software based processing of data packets. But without high performance, software packet processing cannot leverage the potential benefits of SDN and NFV. Recent unprecedented leaps in NFV with performance reaching up to 100 Gbps [1, 2], make the need for software routers supporting speeds above 100 Gbps even more imperative. Keeping this in mind, we endeavored to develop a high performance software IP packet forwarding engine called \textit{Kamuee} with comprehensive Layer 3 (routing) functionalities. Kamuee
successfully integrates the capabilities of DPDK (Data Plane Development Kit) [3] with Poptrie [4] to achieve stable and reliable high speed software IP packet routing. Kamuee is a fully fledged software router that can run on COTS PC Server and is capable of forwarding 344.28 Gbps random destination IP traffic with Ethernet frame size greater than 512B and approx. 600,000 full routes.

In this paper we present the design, implementation and evaluation of Kamuee. Section 2 describes the related research. Section 3 highlights the design and implementation methodology of Kamuee. Section 4 elaborates the performance evaluation of Kamuee. Kamuee was used as one of the core routers in Interop Tokyo 2018 and the relevant experience has been shared in section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related work

Achieving high performance in software routing implementations has been a major challenge over the last two decades and has lead to some cutting-edge advances in this field. Slowness of Linux network stack performance has become increasingly relevant issue over the years because of the exponential increase in the amount of data that is being transferred over networks and the corresponding workloads. Even the widespread use of 10 GbE network cards could not resolve this issue because of some bottlenecks in Linux kernel itself that prevent packets from being quickly processed. There have been many attempts to circumvent these bottlenecks with kernel bypass techniques that enable packet processing without involving the Linux network stack such that the application running in the user space communicates directly with networking device. Intel’s DPDK [3] is one such solution which takes care of the packet forwarding performance bottleneck. DPDK leverages existing Intel Processor technologies like SIMD instructions (Singles Instruction Multiple Data), Huge-pages memory, multiple memory channels and caching to provide packet processing acceleration with its own libraries. Recent innovation like Poptrie addresses another major bottleneck of IP routing lookup. Poptrie [4] leverages the population count instruction to give the indirect indices to the descendant nodes in order to keep the small memory footprint within the CPU cache and enables extremely high speed IP lookup. Kamuee harnesses (1) packet processing acceleration of DPDK (2) high-speed packet lookup provided by Poptrie and (3) parallel processing for its superior performance. Read-Copy Update (RCU) [5] has been used to achieve the latter, for concurrency control owing to its lock/synchronization specialization.

Kamuee-Zero [6] presents the routing table mechanisms of the previous version of this implementation. The paper shows that 1) in order to achieve near wire-rate performance in 40GbE, more than three queues per port are necessary, 2) the difference in throughput performance between NUMA-aware and NUMA-nonaware is not large (if not negligible), and 3) performance exceeding one hundred Gbps can be achieved using software based router, with four 40GbE interfaces and 128B short packet random traffic. Kamuee-Zero did not have routing capability as it did not support any routing protocol. In contrast, Kamuee (the version presented in this paper) supports all major routing protocols such as BGP, OSPF, and RIP, and other required functions that are necessary to function as a basic router, such as ARP, VLAN, and statistics counter. Also, while Kamuee-Zero supports only 40GbE network hardware, Kamuee can additionally support 100GbE hardware as well.

While NFV tackles the problems posed by legacy proprietary middleboxes [7] by leveraging virtualization technologies to implement network functions (NFs) on commodity hardware, the advantages of NFV come with some downsides [8] as software-based NFs can potentially introduce significant performance overheads. Several research works have been done to address the performance drawback of software based NFV. ClickNP [9] offloads software logic onto programmable hardware like FPGA to accelerate individual NFs. NetBricks [10] runs NFs on a single CPU core instead of virtual machines and containers to improve NF performance. ClickOS [11], DPDK [3] and NetVM [12] optimize and accelerate packet processing from the network hardware to and between virtual machines. Recently, there have been some astounding progress in NFV performance in the past couple of years. Metron [1] realizes high performance NFV service chains at the emerging and extremely challenging link speeds at 100 Gbps using commodity hardware, while significantly reducing latency. Andromeda [2], Google Cloud Platform’s network virtualization stack demonstrates that an OS bypass software data-path provides performance competitive with hardware, achieving 32.8Gb/s using a single core. Some other advancements in this area include SafeBricks [13] protecting NFs in cloud environments, a novel programming interface for Non-Volatile Main Memory called PASTE [14] , NFV resource manager ResQ [15] supporting high performance in multi-tenant NFV clusters, and, highly scalable and resilient general purpose L2 switching software FBOSS [16] capable of
running on commodity hardware.

3. Design and implementation

The main motivation of Kamuee design is the following: if the software is good and simple, we should be able to get a good performance out of a good hardware. Furthermore, we should be able to increase the overall performance by adding more hardware resources (i.e., CPU cores). To achieve this, Kamuee was designed and implemented as simple as possible, in the belief that any complexity may lead to performance degradation (i.e., KISS principle).

Kamuee employs the run-to-completion model [17] rather than pipe-line model: we adopted this model because the run-to-completion model is suggested as a better-performance model in a past work called Route-Bricks [18]. By employing the run-to-completion model, we can scale-out the packet forwarding process over the multiple CPU cores, enabling the design goal of increased performance by increased hardware.

Some design policies are inspired by others’ work. RCU is utilized in Linux kernel and also in some DPDK applications [19]. Use of Tap devices [20, 21] or KNI interface [22] to map the physical NICs in Linux to connect to the open-source software, is a well-known approach and is also supported by VPP [23].

CPU core (equivalently, CPU time) is a very precious resource for our purpose: if we have spare CPU core, we could gain more performance. Thus, we assemble the slow tasks (i.e., the tasks that do not need high performance), such as netlink, RIB, acl, tap, arp, and vty (i.e., virtual terminal), on one CPU core, to avoid wasting CPU core. To achieve this, we used Lthread library [24] included in the DPDK source (located under examples/performance-thread). Furthermore, since the function call interface are the same, we can change native DPDK thread to lthread thread and vice versa, enabling balance in performance. For example, because our experience suggested to speed them, in our current recommended setting, rib-manager, tap-manager, and snmp-manager run as the native DPDK threads, consuming one CPU core for each.

Figure 1 illustrates the internal structure of the Kamuee software router. In the fundamental DPDK concepts, Network Interface Cards (NICs) belongs to either Linux space or DPDK space. The figure happens to show the case that two NICs belong to Linux, and four NICs belong to DPDK, but it is configurable. The packets received in DPDK NICs are distributed to a specific CPU core by the RSS/multiqueue technology of the NIC. The assigned CPU core is running a “forwarder” thread of Kamuee, that is built around the DPDK thread and occupies the CPU core. The packet, if it is to be forwarded, is solely handled by that CPU core, without the need of using the other CPU cores; hence the run-to-completion model. The forwarder thread processes the protocol headers such as Ethernet and IP, looks up the routing table (labeled “FIB” in the figure), and then directly forward the packet to the other NIC to emit the packet. Thanks to the Poptrie [4] that can compress some hundreds of thousands of routes into a few megabytes memory footprint, the routing table lookup can be completed in some CPU L3 cache accesses, avoiding a lot of main memory accesses. This simple run-to-completion forwarding process without main memory access, together with the parallelization (in other words, scale-out) on the number of CPU cores, is the main reason of high-performance of Kamuee. This is the key design of Kamuee, and is the main contribution of this paper.

The control protocol packets and the self-destined packets (i.e., the packets that are to be received by the Kamuee host itself) are handled as follows: by routing table lookup in the forwarder, the packet is indicated to be passed to the Linux part of the system. Then, the packet is passed to the “tap manager” (shown top-right in Figure 1). The tap manager delivers the packet to the
Linux kernel via the correspondent tap device that is 1-to-1 mapped to the receiving NIC. In this way, the Linux kernel, and thus the Linux user processes, can receive the packet from DPDK attached NICs without problem. The routing protocol daemons use this mechanism: for example, Quagga bgpd (shown top-left in the figure) receives the BGP packets, processes them, and installs the calculated BGP routes in the Linux kernel. The newly installed routes are notified through the Netlink mechanism to the Kamuee’s “netlink manager” (shown top-right in the figure). The “rib manager” is informed of the new routes by the netlink manager, and the rib manager installs it in the main routing table (labeled “RIB” in the figure), and produces the FIB using the Poptrie algorithm. One FIB for each CPU socket is prepared to properly support the CPU cache mechanism.

4. Evaluation

4.1. Benchmark setup

In our benchmark method, we measure the performance of the Device-Under-Test by sending the random-destination IP traffic from the network test: Spirent, by having the DUT forward back the traffic, and then by counting the packets returned to the network tester. To achieve this, we install in the DUT four prefixes that cover all IPv4 address space, so that the DUT can return all the packets that it could forward, back to the Spirent tester machine, without causing “route not found” error. We refer to the four prefixes that are shown in Figure 2 as “Four default routes” or “default4”.

Wherever BGP full routes are used in the benchmark, the snapshot taken in NTT Communications’ TestBed on 2016/12/12 has been used, in addition to Four default routes. The snapshot includes 612,916 prefixes.

If not specified explicitly, the compiler optimization option defaults to “-O3”.

We generally focus on the achieved bandwidth rather than transaction performance (i.e., packet per second or pps). The factor limiting the performance is generally either transaction performance or the bandwidth of subsystems, such as CPU core, QPI, and PCIe. Since we want to understand the overall performance of the system as a whole, and since the transaction performance can be calculated from the bandwidth performance, we generally focus on bandwidth performance, unless we have a specific interest.

Our version of the software demonstrated a significant fluctuation of the performance over time. We have measured the performance as the average of five samples. It should be noted that our measurement may not cover the significant period of the fluctuation. Sometimes, after 30-40 seconds, Kamuee exhibits performance degradation from 394 Gbps to 383 Gbps in the same setting (this is shown later in Figure 4).

Table 1, 2 lists the hardware and software specification, respectively. Quagga was used to provide BGP4/4+, OSPF and OSPFv2 functionalities on Kamuee.

4.2. Overall Throughput in Bandwidth (BPS)

Figure 3a shows the bandwidth throughput performance of Kamuee when given wire-rate random traffic from all four 100GbE interfaces. The figure compares the performance on one core per port (1C/P) through twelve cores per port (12C/P). It shows that Kamuee successfully increases its performance as the number of CPU cores increase. With 64B shortest Ethernet frame, one core/port setting and twelve cores/port setting exhibit 12.20 Gbps and 180.18 Gbps, respectively. With 1518B longest frame, 12C/P demonstrate almost wire-rate of 394.36 Gbps.

The setting of Figure 3a is normal Linux connected routes plus “default4”, leaving the Local Loopback Address 127/8 destined to the Linux host’s upper layer.
Since we launch fully-random-destination traffic from the tester to the Kamuee, the traffic destined to 127/8 fills and overloads the TAP socket, and sometimes cuts the BGP session through it. To avoid such problem, we installed 127/8 as blackhole route, and unexpectedly it lowered the throughput performance for some unknown reason. The performance is shown in Figure 3b. Since traffic without the TAP destined ones are more realistic, this can be deemed as the real performance value.

We integrated ACL functionality into Kamuee, by incorporating the DPDK ACL library. Our ACL implementation in the benchmark test did not include ANY entry, and just searched in the ACL list only to find the default ACL entry. Even in that setting, the ACL function exhibits a significant performance degradation. We show the overhead of the ACL functionality: NoACL-LoopbackBlackhole outperforms LoopbackBlackhole significantly. This suggest that by improving the ACL functionality, we may be able to reduce the performance degradation in the future.

Also we show the impact of FullRoute: comparing LoopbackBlackhole (equipped with default4) and FullRoute-LoopbackBlackhole, we can see the impact of holding and looking up the BGP full routes is not large, thanks to the Poptrie technology.

4.3. Overall Throughput in Transaction (PPS)

Figure 5a shows the transaction performance values in Packet Per Second (PPS), in contrast to the theoretical limit labeled as “Wire-rate”. Figure 5b illustrates the achievement rate against the ideal wire-rate. In 64B case, the most realistic setting, i.e., FullRoute-LoopbackBlackhole, exhibits 111.42 Mpps (achievement rate: 0.19), while NoACL-LoopbackTap for refer-
ence shows 292.17 Mpps (achievement rate: 0.49). The NoACL-LoopbackTap’s reference value is not a bad value, but the realistic FullRoute-LoopbackBlackhole is not surprisingly fast, and gives a moderate speed performance value.

4.4. Effect of compiler optimization

Figure 6 shows the effect of compiler optimization on the performance of LoopbackTap setting. It demonstrates that gcc optimization option -O1 and above are roughly the same performance when the gcc version is (Ubuntu 5.4.0-6ubuntu1 16.04.9) 5.4.0 20160609. Further discussion such as which optimization option impacts the most is future work.

4.5. Microflow: the Benchmark of a Single IP Flow

Table 3 gives a list of latency measurements that is conducted for five minutes or more. Microflow means the single IP session flow, so the RSS (Receive-Side Scaling) of NIC cannot split the traffic onto multiple cores. We have two NUMA types (Same or Cross, meaning whether the test traffic needs to come across the different NUMA nodes), and six Ethernet frame sizes.

Overall, around 5 Mpps is performed for the single core forwarding performance. No visible difference in latency was observed between NUMA types of the traffic. The latency is in average 20-30 microseconds for the Ethernet frame longer than 512B, but it was larger (such as 254 and 333 microseconds) in the Ethernet frame shorter than 256B. We suspect that the effect of PCI’s Max Read Request Size is involved [25].

4.6. Packet loss

10 Gbps traffic was measured to test the packet loss rate in the not-so-heavy traffic load. This time the IP destination address field is randomized so that the RSS of NIC can split traffic to multiple cores. The 10 Gbps traffic was forwarded without major problem regardless of NUMA type. For the duration of five minutes, a rather small number of frames are dropped such as less than 10,000 frames (Table 4). It suggests the packet loss rate is significantly low to support the real traffic.

4.7. Benchmark for Virtualized Function

In order to investigate the bandwidth performance of Kamuee in virtual environment, VMs have been created using KVM with the same configuration as physical environment. Benchmarking has been done using similar test environment and default4 routes as described earlier. The VMs set up virtual CPUs with similar NUMA configuration and number of cores as the physical environment, with each virtual core using “vcpu pin” such that the virtual cores do not operate on the same physical core. NICs are directly connected with SR-IOV using PCI-passthrough.

Figure 7 compares the performance of two cores per port (2C/P) through twelve cores per port (12C/P). Here, for packets longer than 1024B, a strange phenomenon is observed: the performance improves on reducing number of cores. The cause of this phenomenon can be IOMMU. The intel_iommu is an option related to DMA for enabling PCI-passthrough in Intel CPUs. Further investigation of the difference in performance due to the presence or absence of intel_iommu=on revealed that performance always degrades when IOMMU is effective regardless of bare-metal or virtual environment. This is illustrated in Figure 8.

5. Experience in Interop Tokyo 2018

We deployed Kamuee as a backup core router in the backbone network of Interop ShowNet 2018. Interop ShowNet has an experimental Internet backbone network deployed during the three-day Interop event. This is one of the largest experimental networks and every year, many product vendors bring in their new products to test their performance and interoperability. This year, over 2600 devices and services were connected to the network and over 450 engineers participated to build this network. As a backup core router of the network, Kamuee was responsible for forwarding all the traffic of this large scale network in case the primary core router fails.

The hardware specification used for Kamuee in Interop ShowNet 2018 is the same as the one in the previous benchmark, and shown in Table 1. Total of six routers were connected directly to Kamuee: four connected using 100GbE-SR4, one connected using 100GbE-LR4, and one connected using 10GbE-LR. The one using 10GbE-LR was the route reflector. Additionally, two network traffic generators were connected, one connected using 100GbE-LR4, and another connected using 10GbE-LR.

Kamuee was configured to provide the best performance for user traffic within the hardware constraints, such as limited number of CPU cores and NICs. We allocated eight cores per port to forwarder threads for 100GbE ports connected to the primary core router and the backup aggregation router. As we had limited number of CPU cores, we chose to only allocate six cores per port to forwarders for 100GbE ports connected to the AS border routers and the network traffic generators.
as these ports only forwarded limited number of traffic. As 10GbE ports do not require many cores to provide performance, we only allocated two cores per port to forwarders responsible for the 10GbE ports. In total, forty-six cores were used as forwarders to forward the traffic.

As a core AS router, the routing table of Kamuee consisted of the Internet full routing table and AS internal routes. Over 700K routes were registered on the IPv4 routing table while IPv6 routing table and had only about 59K routes.

From our experience of operating Kamuee in Interop ShowNet 2018, we discovered the following key problems that need to be addressed when running software routers as core routers using COTS devices:

- Nonoptimal cooling inside the chassis
- Differences in NIC implementation per vendor

First problem we encountered was excessive heating of the NICs. Unlike specialized networking chassis which have optimized cooling for NICs and network processors, the COTS server chassis used for Kamuee was not equipped to do so. The temperature sensor readings showed temperature of up to 67 degrees centigrade while the maximum operating temperature for 100GbE-LR4 QSFP28 module is 70 degrees centigrade [26]. This calls for some additional cooling design while using COTS hardware as high speed network device to avoid errors due to overheating.

Second problem we faced is the difference in implementations of NIC functionalities and their corresponding DPDK drivers per vendor. Kamuee’s initial design used KNI as the packet interface between the dataplane and kernel. Though it worked fine for NICs from a single vendor, it malfunctioned when we started to use NICs from multiple vendors simultaneously. We needed to switch back to the slower Tun/Tap kernel interface to address the malfunctioning problem.
Table 4: 10Gbps traffic packet loss

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NUMA</th>
<th>Cable</th>
<th>fsize</th>
<th>Tx load</th>
<th>Rx throughput</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>#tx-frames</th>
<th>#rx-frames</th>
<th>#loss</th>
<th>loss-rate *+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Same</td>
<td>DAC</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>10Gbps/14.88Mpps</td>
<td>10.00Gbps/14.88Mpps</td>
<td>5:22</td>
<td>4,793,907,953</td>
<td>4,793,899,029</td>
<td>8,912</td>
<td>1.86e-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross</td>
<td>DAC</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>10Gbps/14.88Mpps</td>
<td>10.00Gbps/14.88Mpps</td>
<td>5:13</td>
<td>4,666,135,849</td>
<td>4,666,135,251</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>1.27e-07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The tester’s tx, rx, and loss counts didn’t seem to be consistent for unknown reason.
+ Loss-rate is calculated by dividing #loss by #tx-frames.

The tester’s tx, rx, and loss counts didn’t seem to be consistent for unknown reason.

Loss-rate is calculated by dividing #loss by #tx-frames.

Kamuee is the first ever software router to be used in Interop Shownet backbone as one of the core routers, and throughout the event Kamuee ran properly without any glitches or errors. Kamuee lived up to the challenge of a fully functional software router interoperable with most of the world’s leading router vendors, namely, Cisco, Juniper, and Huawei, and this is a promising stepping stone for its future commercial success as a mainstream software router.

6. Conclusion and future work

We revealed the tricks for high-performance software router design: we think the run-to-completion model in DPDK, the Poptrie algorithm, and the keep it as simple as possible principle, are the main grounds for our superior performance.

We show a good performance benchmark value of Kamuee: for 512B-sized frames or longer, Kamuee can forward around 349.60 Gbps random destination traffic with BGP full routes (at FullRoute-LoopbackBlackhole in Figure 4). Further intralaboratory evaluation of 12C/P at 64B frame in LoopbackTap (Figure 3a), the Kamuee showed the potential of forwarding 292.17 Mpps.

We have seen many unstable characteristics of Kamuee, that might be common to the general software router. The throughput performance fluctuated over time, in a significantly large range of a few tens of Gbps. Further, we sometimes saw performance degradation that we cannot explain (yet). Since the performance of the software router is very high and promising, the need to address the aforementioned drawbacks becomes even more imperative.

Even with some drawbacks, our Interop experience proved that Kamuee satisfies the necessary functions and quality needed to sustain the large scale IP infrastructure. Overall, Kamuee demonstrated a promising performance for the use of future virtual network functions in the NFV environment.

As an open problem for the future network, the algorithms for the Access Control List (ACL) and firewall applications that maintain high performance even with some hundreds of thousands to some millions of ACL entries are the next challenge in this field.
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Figure 8: PCI configuration effect.